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PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Our construction is inspired by [2] . We first apply an observation in [3, pp. 126-127 ] to obtain a family of almost flat metrics g r on L, 0 < r < oo.
Choose a triangular basis {Xi,...,X n } for the Lie algebra / of L, i.e., [X,X^] € h-i whenever X € /, and U-i is spanned by Xi,...,Xj_i. For X = E?=i«<* set ||X|| 2 == £?=i*?(r)a?, where h { (r) = (1 + r 2 )""', and a n -a > 0, 2ai -4c*i + i = 1, 1 < i < n -1. The above norm gives rise to a corresponding almost flat left invariant metric g r . Then
where c is a constant depending on n and the structure constants. Now we define a warped product metric g on M by
where ds 2 is the canonical euclidean metric on the sphere S p_1 C R p , /(r) = r(l + r Ric(#,*7) = 0, Ric(X;,H) = Bic{Xi,U) = 0, (1 < i < n), RicpQ,^) = 0, (* #i,l < t,J < n).
-e(l + r 2 ) -53 4a i a i r 2 ]/(l + r 2 ) 2 (1 < i < n).
,2->2
Since 1 -(/') 2 > 0, ƒ" < 0, we have Ric(E7, C/) > 0 in (4) . Positivity of the Ricci curvature in the equations (2) and (3) follows for p sufficiently large. Observe that every term of the right-hand side decays at a rate of order at least r~2. This completes the proof of the theorem.
REMARK. The smallest p that yields positive Ricci curvature on M p+n = R p x L by means of our construction is quite large in general. For example, in the case of the three-dimensional Heisenberg group L = if 3 , we have to choose p > 673. (With a slightly refined choice of functions, p > 26 will already work.) We don't know whether or not p can be chosen much smaller. However, it follows from [1] that necessarily p > 4 when L = H 3 .
